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Abstract 

We study ‘% la Tamaki-Sato” transformations of constraint logic programs. We give an op- 
erational and fixpoint semantics of our constraint logic programs; we extend the Tamaki-Sato 
transformation system into a transformation system for constraint programs including fold-unfold, 
substitution, thinning and fattening, and constraint simplifications; we give a direct proof of its 
correctness which is simpler than the Tamaki-Sato proof. 
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Correctness 

1. Introduction 

Logic programming has been extended to constraint logic programming to integrate 

the solution of numerical, boolean or set-theoretical constraints together with symbolic 

evaluation methods. Program transformations have been introduced to improve effi- 

ciency of programs and to derive programs from specifications; the usual strategy is to 

first write a simple, but may not be efficient, program or a program specification, which 

can easily be proved correct, and then to improve it by applying to it program transfor- 

mations which preserve correctness; a more efficient program is usually obtained after 

the transformations. 

Given an initial program PO, together with a set IT,,,, of new predicates defined in 

terms of the predicates ITold of PO, the idea is to iteratively apply elementary trans- 

formation rules to PO: each transformation step will apply a transformation rule to the 

current program Pi and derive a program Pi+l, thus yielding a sequence of programs 

PO,PI , . . . , PN. A sequence of program transformations is said to be correct with respect 

to semantics s if the final program PN and the initial program PO are equivalent with 

respect to semantics s, i.e. have the same semantics. 
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Various semantics [ 12,13,22] have been considered for logic programs or CLP pro- 

grams; a few of these semantics are given in the following (non-exhaustive) list, where 

we specify in each case what is used to define program semantics 

l least Herbrand model [24,32], 

l least Herbrand model with non-ground terms, or C-semantics [12, 131, 

l success set (or computed answer substitutions) or S-semantics [4,10,12,13, 

1522,241, 

l success set and finite failure set [ 14,241. 

The semantics given above are listed by strictly increasing order: e.g. two programs 

which are equivalent w.r.t. the C-semantics, i.e. have the same Herbrand model with 

non-ground terms, also have the same least Herbrand model, but not conversely. 

We will say that a constraint logic program (or program specification) has been 

successfully transformed when the sequence of transformations produces PN which is 

equivalent to the initial program PO w.r.t. the given semantics, and is either more 

efficient, or simpler, or gives direct recursive definitions of the new predicates of Zi’,,, 

without reference to the predicates of n&r. 

For logic programs, transformation systems were introduced by Tamaki-Sato [32], 

who adapted to logic programs a methodology first defined by Burstall-Darlington 

[7] for transforming functional programs; this system has then been improved and 

generalized in many subsequent papers e.g. [4,14,24,26,31]. Program transformation 

systems have been extensively studied from various standpoints: 
_ the basic operations (fold-unfold, definition, etc.) only are considered, the emphasis 

being on the semantics used to define the correctness of the system [4,5,8,24], 
_ systems containing many (possibly redundant) transformations are being considered 

[ 14,21,28,32], the emphasis being sometimes on transformation strategies [29], 
_ a single semantics is chosen and correctness is proved with respect to that semantics: 

e.g. the least Herbrand model semantics [32], S-semantics [4,21] and some variants 

of it designed to preserve compositionality [lo], termination [5], 
_ several semantics together with the corresponding transformation systems are studied 

and compared [24,26,30,3 11, 
_ the whole program is considered to be always available to work on in most cases, but 

a few modular systems have been considered [ 10,261; [26] also considers negation, 
_ emphasis is on the program transformation aspect [4,28], or emphasis is on the 

program synthesis aspect [32], 
- some papers put the emphasis on the preservation of specific properties of the pro- 

gram such as: preservation of termination and infinite derivation [5], of “acyclic&y” 

[6], preservation of computed answers together with their computation times [27], 

or together with the order in which these answers are computed in Prolog [28]. 

Finally, a survey of the state of the art about constraint logic programs can be found 

in [ 191 and a survey of the state of the art about transformations of logic programs 

can be found in [30]. 

We here extend the Tamaki-Sato fold-unfold program transformations [32] and the 

transformations proposed in [4,14], to constraint logic programs. 
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The main contributions of our paper are the following: 

(1) we recall the operational and fixpoint semantics of our constraint logic programs, 

(2) we define the transformation rules, namely fold-unfold, substitution, deletion 

and addition of redundant clauses and atoms for constraint logic programs, constraint 

simplifications, and give the conditions under which these transformations are correct; 

with the exception of the substitution rule, all the applicability conditions of our trans- 

formations are purely syntactic, hence very easy to verify; the rules are thus effectively 

implementable; the applicability condition of the substitution rule is semi-decidable, 

and becomes decidable in many usual cases, e.g. for database logic programs; 

(3) we prove the correctness of our transformation system; our proof is simpler than 

the Tamaki-Sato proof, since we use only the semantics of the programs, via a suitably 

defined immediate consequence operator Tp. As a consequence, we obtain a different 

proof of the correctness of the Tamaki-Sato transformation system in the strongest 

form of correctness [25], for all transformations except for constraint simplifications 

for which we have only correctness with respect to a weaker semantics. 

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we recall the basic definitions about 

constraint logic programs (in short CLP programs) and we define the semantics of our 

programs; we define the transformation rules in Section 3, and we finally prove the 

correctness of the proposed transformation system with respect to the defined semantics 

in Section 4; technical proofs are given in the appendix. The present paper considerably 

improves [3] where only a fold-unfold transformation was considered. Some of the 

improvements described here were introduced in [2]. 

2. CLP programs and their semantics 

2.1. CLP programs 

We assume the framework of a constraint logic programming language CLP [ 181. 

Let C be a signature consisting of extensional (i.e. explicitly given) function symbols 

and extensional predicate symbols, and let Il be a set of intensional (i.e. user-defined) 

predicate symbols. A constraint is a first-order formula on the extensional signature C. 

As we will need to check whether a constraint is true or whether constraint c im- 

plies constraint c’, we assume that satisfiability and entailment of our constraints are 

decidable. 

Let V be a denumerable set of variables, TV (resp. @) be the set of terms (resp. con- 

straints) built on C U V: we denote by Vur the mapping Var : TV U @ + V associating 

with each tuple of terms t (resp. set of constraints C) the set of variables occurring in 

t (resp. the set of free variables occurring in C). A C-structure R consists of a domain 

DR and an assignment 1, of functions (resp. relations) to the function symbols (resp. 

the predicate symbols) in C. A valuation 0 in R is a mapping 0: V + DR; 6’ can be 

naturally extended into a mapping 0’ : TV + DR by defining: 

(i) fY(t)=tI(t) if t is a variable; 
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(ii) Q’(t)=fi,(Q’(tt),...,Q’(t,,)) if t is a term t=f(tl,...,t,,) and fi, is the function 

assigned to f in R. 

0’ will also be denoted by 0. 

Any valuation 8 canonically defines a truth-value e(c) for each constraint c; if e(c) 

is true, we write R k e(c). 
A substitution v is a mapping v: V’ -+ TV where V’ c V; each substitution v is 

associated with a valuation & in the Herbrand C-structure with domain Tv; 8, is 

defined by 

e,(v) = 1 v(u) if vE V’, 

V if v $ V’. 

Hence, 0, can be naturally extended into a mapping 0: : TV + TV as previously. We 

will identify e:, 8, and v in the sequel; hence we will abbreviate Q:(t) in v(t), in short 

v(t) is obtained by applying v to the variables of VU(~); similarly, for a constraint 

c and a substitution v, v(c) will denote the constraint obtained by applying v to the 

variables of Var(c). 

A CLP program is a set of clauses, of the following form: 

po(to)- m(Q): Cl64 1,‘. ., p?t(t,> :c,(hI) (1) 

where for 0 <i < IE, pi is a predicate symbol, for j = 1,. . . , n, cj is a constraint, and for 

k = 1,. . , n, i = 0,. . . , n, tj, uk are vectors of terms, n can be equal to 0. 

In the sequel, clauses will be written in the following form: 

po(to) + Pl(tl>,. . .? P,(G) : c (2) 

where for i = 0,. . . , n, ti are vectors of terms, and c is a constraint. Both forms 1 and 

2 are equivalent (cf. [3]). 

2.2. Semantics 

We will define a semantics based on the C-models [ 121. Along similar lines, a very 

general and elegant semantics has been introduced for CLP programs in [ 151: it uses 

cylindric algebras as interpretations for CLP programs. We, however, will define here 

a less general but simpler and more intuitive semantics, based on a generalization of 

the well-known Herbrand interpretations. 

The languages CLP(X), where X is an appropriate constraint domain on which 

computations are performed, have an algebraic semantics which is based on a structure 

R (the semantic interpretation of the domain X) [ 181; R has underlying domains, in 

which variables are assigned values and on which predicates and functions operate; the 

structure R will be fixed throughout and will be implicitly understood in the sequel. 

The languages CM’(X) have been given both operational semantics, based on the 

notion of success set, computed by SLD-refutation, and fixpoint semantics, based on 

immediate consequence operators Tp, and these semantics have been proved equivalent 

[18, 131. We will use a fixpoint semantics to prove the correctness of our fold-unfold 
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transformation, and it will be based on an immediate consequence operator Tp similar 

to the T~P,R) P o erator of [ 131, but differing from the immediate consequence operator 

T(p,R) of [18] in that we allow non ground atoms in the Herbrand basis and the models. 

We first recall the basic definitions of constraint atoms, solvable constraints, Herbrand 

basis and immediate consequence operator, characterizing the semantics. 

Definition 2.1. l Solvable constraint: A constraint c is said to be R-solvable (in short 

solvable), if and only if there exists a valuation H : Var(c) H DR such that R ‘F Q(c). 

0 is called a solution of c. 

Let XC Var(c); 6 is called a solution of c restricted to the set X, and we write 

R kxO(c) if and only if there exists a solution 0’ such that R /= H’(c) and OiX = 8. 

0 is also called a weak solution of c with respect to the set X. 

l Preorder on constraints: cl is said to be stronger than c2 if and only if any solution 

of ct is also a solution of ~2; this is denoted by CI =+c2. The induced equivalence 

on constraints is denoted by cl tic2; cl and c2 are said to be equivalent. 

Let X & Var(q ) 0 Var(c2); cl is said to be X-stronger than c2 if and only if t710, 

R bxO(cl ) + R +xQ(c2), this is denoted by CI +X CZ. JX extends EX of [9]. 

l Construined atom: A constrained atom is a pair p(X) : c where c is a constraint and 

p an atom. Two constrained atoms p(X) : c and p(X’) : c’ are called variants [ 121 if 

and only if there exist substitutions v and p such that v(p(X) : c) = (p(X’) : c’) and 

p(p(X’) : c’) = (p(X) : c), i.e. p(X) : c and p(X’): c’ are identical up to variable 

renamings. “to be variants” is an equivalence relation denoted by M. 

A constrained atom p(X): c is said to be solvable if and only if c is solvable. 

l Constrained clause: A constrained clause is a formula of the form (p) A +-A I,. . . , 

A,, : c where: the head A is an atom p(l) with p an intensional predicate symbol in 

l7 and t a vector of terms using function symbols in 2, the body Al,. . . ,A, consists 

of atoms using predicate symbols in C U Zl and function symbols in C, and c is 

a constraint. 

Intuitively, a solvable constrained atom represents all possible instanciations of p 

with a valuation 8: XHDR which is a solution of c. In the sequel we will consider 

as “Herbrand Basis” d the set of equivalence classes of constrained atoms modulo M. 

To simplify notations, the E equivalence class of p(X): c will also be denoted by 

p(X) : c. Constrained atoms will always be considered modulo the z equivalence. 

Definition 2.2 (Clause and atom instance). A constrained clause (p) A t AI,. . , A,, : c 

is an instance of a constrained clause (p’) B + BI, . . , B, : e if there exists a substitution 

H such that: 

O(B)=A, and for i= l,..., n, B(B;)=A;, c+Q(e) (3) 

i.e. the atoms of (p) are (possibly non ground) instanciations of the atoms of (p’) and 

the constraint of (p) is stronger than (or equal to) the instantiation of the constraint 

of (p’), namely any solution of c is also a solution of O(e). 
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Similarly, a constrained atom A : c is an instance of a constrained atom B : e if there 

exists a substitution 0 such that: 8(B)=A and c is stronger than (or equal to) e(e). 

Example 2.3. (1) Let 

(P) p(XY)+q(X),r(Y):Y=X+ 1 

(P’) p(X,Y)+q(X),r(Y):XGY 
(p) is an instance of (p’ ). 

(2) For example, A : false is an instance of A : c for any c. 

If c is a constraint without variables, and X’ is obtained from X by a variable 

renaming, then p(X’): c is an instance of p(X): c. 

Definition 2.4. l Preorder: let d be the set of M equivalence classes of solvable 

constrained atoms of program P. A preorder 5 is defined on d by: (p(X) : cl ) C 

(p(X) : ~2) if and only if cl is stronger than ~2. The induced equivalence on the 

set of constrained atoms is denoted by E. 

l Basis: let P be a program and d the set of M equivalence classes of constrained 

atoms of P. The basis 9? is the set of equivalence classes of constrained atoms A : c 

of & modulo the equivalence relation z. The equivalence class of the constrained 

atom A: c is denoted by A: c, and the ordering induced by C on 9$ is denoted 

by L , as in [ 131. A subset I of 9? is said to be downwards closed if whenever 

A’ :c’ EZ, and A :c is an instance of A’ :c’ then A: CEI. Let down(l) denote the 

downwards closure of I, i.e. 

down(I) = {A : c /A : c is an instance of A’ : c’ E I}. 

l Interpretation: an interpretation is a downwards closed subset of 6%. A constrained 

atom A : c is true in interpretation I if and only if A : c E I. A constrained clause 

(p’) B+B,,... , B, : e is true in interpretation I if and only if for each instance (see 

Definition 2.2) (p) A t Al,. . . , A, : c of (p’) such that Ai : c E I for i = 1,. . . , n, and 

A:c~l. 

Note that 

1. if p(X’): c’ is a variant of p(X): c, then it is also an instance of p(X): c; if 

(p(X):cl)EL(p(X):c;!), then p(X):q is an instance of p(X):cz; 

2. two constrained atoms are equivalent if and only if they are identical up to 

a variable renaming, say r and the constraints have identical solutions up to the vari- 

able renaming r; for instance p(X):(X>OAZ>X) and p(U):(U>Or\V>U) are 

equivalent; 

3. if I is downwards closed and A : d E I, then I contains all constrained atoms 

A : c 5 A : d with constraints c stronger than d, since they are instances of A : d (see 

Definition 2.2). It will be fundamental in our semantics that the interpretations be 

downwards closed; and 

4. downwards closed interpretations are called upwards closed in [13]. 
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Lemma 2.5. (A : cl ) & (A : Q) implies (A : CI A CZ) E (A : CI ). 

Proof. Clearly (A :cr AC*) E((A : cl); the converse inclusion also holds since every 

solution of cl is also a solution of ~2, hence a solution of cl A ~2. 0 

2.2.1. Fixpoint semantics 

Definition 2.6 (Immediate consequence operator Tp). Let P be a CLP program and 

I c B be an interpretation; a constrained atom A : c is an immediate consequence of 

(P, Z) if and only if there exists an instance (cf. Definition 2.2) (p) A t Al,. . . ,A, : c 

ofaclause(p’)BtB1,...,B,:eofPsuchthatAj:cE~fori=1,...,n,andcissolv- 

able. Let Tp(l) denote the set of immediate consequences of (P,I), and Tp(I) = {A : c 1 

A : c is an instance of A’ : c’ E Tp(I)} denote the downwards closure of the set of im- 

mediate consequences of (P, I). 

Our operator Tp differs from the Tz(~,~) p o erator of [ 131 in the fact that the substi- 

tution needed to go from (p’) to (p) is implicitly integrated in A : c and not explicitly 

added to the constraints via equations of the form d = {tl = &xl ), . . . , t,, = 0(x,)}. 

A more usual approach considering a domain consisting only of solvable constrained 

atoms, and constraints c U d explicitly integrating substitutions at each step would lead 

to similar proofs at the cost of much heavier notations. 

Example 2.7. Let P consist of the following clause: 

(P) s(x, .v) +q(x,z), q(z, y) : z > 0 

and let I={ q(a,(-l)“):a>O,q((-l)“,b)InEN}. Then 

1. s(a, b) +- q(a, l), q( 1, b) : a > 0,l > 0 is an instance of (p), enabling us to deduce 

that s(a, b) : (a > 0,l > 0) E Tp(I), or in simplified form s(a, b) : a > 0 E Tp(Z), 

2. s(a,b)+q(a,-l), q(-l,b):a>O,-1 >O is an instance of(p), buts(a,b):(a>O, 

- 1 > 0) $ Tp(Z), because this last constraint is unsolvable. 

Proposition 2.8. Zf I is downwards closed, then Tp(Z) is also downwards closed. 

This result implies that, if I is an interpretation, Fp(I)= Tp(Z). Tp is continuous, 

whence the following definition. 

Definition 2.9 (Fixpoint semantics). Let as usual Tp T 0 = 0, Tp r (n + 1) = Tp(Tp T n), 

and G 70 = UnEN Tp T n; define the fixpoint semantics of P by M(P) = Ifp(Tp) = T, To. 

M(P) constitutes the declarative (or denotational) semantics of P. 

Example 2.10. Let R be the structure consisting of domain Z together with the suc- 

cessor function and the relations < , 2. Let P be defined by 

A(z,y)t_A(x,z):z~x,ldy~5 (4) 

A(x,x)c :xdO (5) 
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A(x,x)+:x~100 

A(l,l)+ 

(6) 

(7) 

the semantics of P is defined as follows. 

From clauses (7), (5) and (6) we infer: 

TpTl = {A(1,1)}U{A(x,x):xb100}U{A(x,x):x<O}. 

From clause 4 successively applied to Tp r 1 and Tp T 2, we infer: 

TP1.2=Tpf1u{A(l,y):l<y65}u{A(x,y):x~1oo,1~y~5} 

U{A(x,y):xfO,1dyd5}. 

Tpf3=Tpf2u{A(x,y):2bx<5, l<y<5}. 

Let 

and let M(P) be the downwards closure of E :M(P) is the semantics of P. M(P) 
contains closed and non closed atoms; for each non closed atom, M(P) also contains all 

instances of that atom: e.g. the atoms &x,x) : x 2 100 AX d 200, A(x,x) : x > 100 AX 6 

1000,. . . ,A(x,x) : d(x), with d(x) a constraint stronger than x > 100 all are instances of 

A(x,x) :x > 100 E M(P), hence belong to M(P). 

2.2.2. Operational semantics 

In the present subsection, we define an operational semantics, based on SLD-deri- 

vations and success sets, and prove that it coincides with the fixpoint semantics. P is 

a fixed CLP program. 

Definition 2.11. l Constrained goal: a constrained goal G is a clause of the form 

+A,,...,A p : c and it will be denoted by G = [Al,. . . ,A, : c]. 

l Derivation step: a derivation step d: G 4 G’ transforms goal G into goal G’ if 

G=[Al,..,, A,:c], G’=[B(Bl) ,..., @&),A2 ,..., A,:c’Ac], and there exists 

a clause (p) B t BI, . . ..B.:e of P such that Al=B(B)cB(B1),...,6(B,):c is 

an instance of (p), and c’ AC is solvable. 

l Derivation sequence: a derivation sequence D: G 2 G’ is a finite sequence G = 

G&G,~G& . . . qGk=G’ such that each di:GiqGi+l for i=O,...,k- 1 is 

a derivation step. It is said to be successful (cf. successful SLD-refutations) if the 

final goal G’ consists of only a constraint G’ = [o : c] and c is then called the answer 

constraint. 
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Definition 2.12 (Operational semantics). The success set of P is defined as follows: 

SS(P)=(A:c’~A:cE~,[A: ] c 2 [o : c’]}. XT(P) constitutes the operational semantics 

of P. 

Theorem 2.13. The operational semantics dejined in Dejnition 2.12 is sound and 

complete with respect to the denotational or jixpoint semantics of Dejinition 2.9. 

Soundness follows from Proposition 2.14 and completeness from Proposition 2.15 

whose proofs are given in the appendix. 

Proposition 2.14 (Strong soundness). Let G = [A I,. . ,A,, : c] he a constrained goal 

having a successful derivation G 2 [O : c’]; then for i = 1,. . . , p, Ai : c’ E Tp r CO and 

c’ * c. 

By applying Proposition 2.14 to goals of the form [A : c] E SS(P) we will deduce 

,S,S(P) C Tp T w, whence the soundness of the operational semantics. 

Proposition 2.15 (Completeness). Tp t o 2 S(P). 

Our Definition 2.12 is similar to the one of [ 131 but simpler in that we do not check 

the solvability of the constraints at each derivation step: this is not needed for our proof 

of the correctness of the fold-unfold transformation. When optimizing a program, two 

different approaches are possible: 
_ our approach which delays solving the constraints and allows one to take advantage 

of e.g. the PROLOG implementation of the SLD-resolution; 
_ an approach solving the constraints at each derivation step and each application of 

the Tp operator and pruning out branches corresponding to unsolvable constraints as 

soon as possible: in practice however, this latter approach can be favored only if an 

efficient constraint solving algorithm is available, and, unfortunately, this happens 

rather seldom; we can also model this latter approach by slightly modifying the 

definitions of our Tp operator and derivation step (ruling out whatever is unsolvable 

in a way similar to [13, 181). 

Definition 2.16. Let P be a constrained logic program, Al A . A A,, : c be a conjunc- 

tion of constrained atoms, (p) A t A I,. . . , A, : c be a constrained clause and I be an 

interpretation. 

(1) We say that: 

(i) I FAl A . . . AA,:c (or IFAl ,..., A,:c) if and only ifAi:cEZ for i= l,..., H, 

(ii) IF(p) if and only if IkA,,...,A,:c implies that ItA:c, 

(iii) IF P if and only if I E (p) for any clause (p) in P. 

(2) A conjunction of constrained atoms Al A ... A A, : c is said to be satisfiable by 

P,I if there exists a (not necessarily ground) substitution 0 such that &A; : c) E Tp(Z) 
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for i=l,..., n, and we will write: 

PJt-&AI A .‘. AA,:c) 

Similarly, PkAl A . .. A A, : c if and only if for every interpretation I, I F P implies 

It-Al A ..’ AA,:c. 

(3) Let P be a constrained logic program. A conjunction of constrained atoms 

A, A ... A Ak : c is said to be equivalent to a conjunction B1 A . . A B, : e if for ev- 

ery Herbrand interpretation I,, of the form Z,, = Tp r n and every substitution 8, P, I,, b 

&A1 A ... ~Ak:c)ifandonlyifP,Z,F&B1A...AB,:e). 

The notation is: 

P It- [A, A ... AAk:c w BRA ... AB,:e]. 

Remark 2.17. (1) Condition (3) will allow us to delete redundant constraints since we 

can show that for any P, PI~[A,A...AAk:c~AlA...AAk:e], as soon as c-e. 

See Sections 3.5, 3.10.1. 

(2) Condition (3) may seem too strong for practical use because it requires a proof 

for every Herbrand interpretation I,,; however, condition (3) is semidecidable, and 

moreover, when - as in the case of Datalog or other database languages - the Herbrand 

Universe is finite, condition (3) becomes decidable. 

3. The transformation rules 

We will study here a basic set of program transformations for CLP programs. Our 

goal is to define a set of program transformations correct with respect to a seman- 

tics which is the natural extension of the C-semantics to CLP programs. We chose 

a formalism extending the C-semantics because this semantics lies in-between the least 

Herbrand model semantics and the S-semantics: it is more operational than the least 

Herbrand model semantics (although it does not capture the notion of computed an- 

swer substitution and its Prolog implementation) while still retaining the simplicity and 

elegance of the least Herbrand model semantics. 

The transformation process consists in applying an arbitrary number of times the 

transformation rules which are: definition, and unfolding as in the Tamaki-Sato system 

[32], two types of folding (defined as in Tamaki-Sato [32] and in Gardner-Sheperdson 

[14]), together with substitution, thinning, fattening and pruning. The basic difference 

between the Tamaki-Sato system and the systems of [7, 14,261 is in folding: 

- in the Tamaki-Sato system, only specific clauses defining new predicates, called 

definition clauses, can be used as folders to fold other clauses, and these folders are 

given once and for all, and can still be used even if they do no longer belong to 

the program being transformed; this folding has assets: it enables one to introduce 

recursion in non-recursive clauses defining new predicates [30] and is quite useful in 
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program synthesis; it also has drawbacks: it is not reversible, and does not preserve 

some operational behaviours such as finite failure; 
_ in the other systems, almost any clause belonging to the program currently being 

transformed can be used as folder, but clauses which do not belong to the program 

being transformed cannot be used as folders; this folding also has assets: it is re- 

versible, folder rules are not restricted to definition clauses but any clause of the 

current program can be used as folder, and it preserves operational behaviours such 

as finite failure; it also has drawbacks: it does not allow one to introduce recursion 

in definition clauses defining new predicates [30]: as soon as these clauses have 

been unfolded once, they no longer belong to the program, hence cannot be used as 

folders. 

As folding should preserve total correctness, it can never be arbitrary, but must obey 

some restrictions. Unfolding is always totally correct (cf. Corollary 4.15) but arbi- 

trary folding is well known to be only partially correct in the absence of constraints 

(cf. Example 3.4). The correctness proof of the folding of [14] is much simpler than 

the correctness proof of the folding of [32], because that folding is reversible by an 

unfolding, hence its correctness follows from the correctness of the unfolding. 

Definition clauses introduce new intensional predicates, which may be defined in 

terms of several other intensional predicates and which may need several executions of 

similar recursive calls or similar loops. The program transformation will find a simpler 

form, e.g. a recursion involving a single intensional predicate, or a recursion where all 

similar loops are merged together into a single loop which is executed just once, and 

this will result in a more efficient program. 

Each transformation step transforms a program p) into P;+r . Let P be an initial 

program and let PO = P; we will consider a sequence of programs PO, PI,. . . , PN where, 

for i>O, Pi+* is obtained by applying one transformation rule to Pi. 

In the rest of this section, we will define the transformation rules. Their correct- 

ness with respect to the semantics given formally in Section 2.2 will be shown in 

Section 4. 

3.1. Dejinition rule 

Introduce a clause of the form 

(6) p(/q,&. . . ,X,) +A,,. . . ,A, : c 

where p is a new predicate name not appearing in Pi, X,,&, . . . ,X, are pairwise distinct 

variables, A 1, AZ,. . , A, are predicates appearing in the initial program PO, c stands for 

a (possibly empty) conjunction of constraints. 

The clause (6) is added to pI, so that fi+i = 1 P U (6). This implies that, for each 

given new predicate p, there can be at most one definition clause with head p. 

Definitions could be added to any E, however we can suppose without loss of 

generality that all definitions are given at the beginning, hence all belong to PO; this 

assumption will simplify notations and proofs. PO is then partitioned into two disjoint 
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subsets P&r and P,,,,. knew denotes the set of predicate symbols defined in P,,,,, 

and nOId = II\&,, . Intuitively, predicate symbols of Sinew correspond to predicates 

occurring in the heads of definition clauses. It is assumed that predicate symbols in 

n new never occur in P&j nor in the bodies of clauses of Pnew, and that each predicate 

symbol in 17,,, is defined by exactly one clause; hence a symbol in II,,, occurs 

exactly once in P, and this unique occurrence is as the head of a clause of P,,,. 

Example 3.1. Let P be the following program, defining the length of a list and the 

matching of two lists: 

Zength([ 1,X) t :X = 0 

Zength([NIY],X) +-- Zength(Y,X') :X=X’ + 1 

(8) 

(9) 

maW[ I, Yz) + (10) 

~~~c~([~lI~l,[~2IY21) +match(Y,,Y2):N1 =N2 (11) 

Let the predicate mtZg define the matching of two lists, such that the length of the first 

list is shorter than the length of the second list; mtlg is defined by: 

PO =p u {(12)), pnew = {(12)}, n0td = {Zength,match} and nnew = {mtlg}. 

3.2. Unfolding rule 

Let (p) be a clause in the program P. 

(p) AtAl ,..., A, ,..., A,:c 

Let (rtk), for k=l,..., m, be all the clauses in P whose head can be unified with A,: 

(nk) Tk+Tkl,...,TkjICL 

Let the substitution pk (k = 1,. . . ,m) be an m.g.u. of A, and i”k; for each clause (zk) 

such that ,_&(cL A c) is solvable, the unfolding of p by clause (rtk) at the constrained 

atom (A, : c) is obtained by unifying A, with Tk, i.e. pk(Aq) = pk(Tk) and substituting 

for pk(ktq : C) 

Pk(TkI,..., Tkj : CL A C). 

Assume that ,Uk(CL AC) is solvable for say k= 1,. . .,m’, and let now clauses (rk) be 

defined, for k = 1,. . . , m’, by 

(zk) ~k(A)c~k(AI,...,Aq-l,Tkl,...,Tkj,Aq+lr...,An 1~: AC) 

clause (p) is replaced by the set of clauses (rk), for k = 1,. . . , m’, and P’ = (P - 

{P>)U{%...,%J}. 
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Example 3.2 (3.1 continued). Unfolding clause (12) at its first atom results in two 

new clauses 

(a) unfolding with clause (10) we obtain: 

m%([l, Y2,x1,x,)+length([l,X1),length(Y2,X2):X1 <X2 

(b) unfolding with clause (11) we obtain: 

(13) 

~~~~(~~l/~11~~~2I~21~~1~~2) + match(F, y2 ), ~~~!IWWl IF IA ), 

length([N2IY2l,X2):Nl =N2,& <X2 (14) 

Unfolding (13) at its first predicate with clause (8) we obtain: 

mt1g([], Y2,x1,x2)clength(Y2,X2):Xl =0,X1 <X2 

which we simplify into (cf. Section 3.10.1) 

Mlg([], Y2,Xl,Xz) -/ength(Y2,X2): O=Xt <X2 (15) 

unfolding (14) at the first occurrence of the predicate length, then unfolding the ob- 

tained result at the second occurrence of the predicate length: 

~~~~(C~lI~ll,[~2/Y21,~1,~2) +match(Y1,Y2),length(Y1,X,‘),length(Y2,Xi): NI =N2, 

x, =x; + 1. x,==x;+ 1, x1<x2 

which is equivalent to (cf. Section 3.10.1) 

~~~~([N~IY1l,[NzIY21,~1,~2) + match( Yl, Y2), length( Y, ,X{), length( Y2,X2/) : Nl = N2, 

XI =x; + 1, x,=-x;+ 1, x;<x; (16) 

Finally clause (12) is replaced by clause (15) and clause (16). 

Clause (16) can then be folded according to the folding rule defined below. 

3.3. Folding rule ( Tamaki-Sate folding) 

Let (p) be a clause of program Pi_, 

(P) AcAl ,...) A4,A4+1 )‘..) Aqfr )...) A,:c 

and let (6) be a clause of Pnew different from (p) 

(6) B+Bl,...,B,:c’ 

The folding of (p) by (6) at the subset {A,+1 , . . . ,II~+~ : c} is the clause (r) which will 

replace (p): 

(r) At-A I,...,A~,~(B),A~+,+I,...~ A,, : c 

(p) is called the folded rule, (6) is called the folder, and (r) is the result of the folding 

and will replace clause (p). 
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In order to apply folding, the following conditions must hold: 

(1) Vj= l,..., r, A,, = ,u(B,) and moreover (cf. Definition 2.1) 

c*lJL(c’) (17) 

(2) ,U substitutes distinct variables for the internal variables of (6), and these vari- 

ables do not occur in the head predicate A of (p), nor in the (Ai,. . . ,A, : c) U 

{A g+r+l,. . . ,A, : c}, nor in (z) (the result of the folding). 

(3) either A E ZIold is an old predicate or (p) is the result of at least one unfolding 

applied to a clause of PO. 

(4) each new predicate in knew is defined by at most one clause of P,,,. 

Recall that a variable Y is said to be internal to a clause (6) if Y occurs in the body 

or in the constraint of (6) and Y does not occur in its head. Note that, because of the 

assumption that predicates in Sinew are defined by at most one clause, (6) is the only 

clause of P,,, whose head can be unified with p(B). 

Finally, P;:=(&_r - {p})U{z}, and fl is equivalent to 5-1. 

Example 3.3 (3.2 continued). Folding (16) by (12) gives: 

(r) ~~~~([~~~Y~I,[~zIY~I,~~,X~)~~~Z~(Y~,Y~,X~,X~):~~ =N2, 

x, =q + 1, x2 =x2/ + 1, x;<x;. 

Example 3.4. This example shows that arbitrary folding not taking into proper account 

the constraints is not correct. Let P 

(P) 4x, Y) + 4(x, Z), q(Z, Y) : y > 0 

(6) P(X Y)+qKaqv, Y): y> 100 

Folding (p) by (6) gives PI: 

(7) s(X,Y)tp(X,Y):Y>O 

(6) p(XY)+q(X,Z),q(Z,Y):Y>100 

which is no longer equivalent to P, because according to P, s is defined as soon as 

q(X,Z), q(Z, Y) and Y > 0, while according to PI, s is defined as soon as q(X, Z), 
q(Z, Y) and Y > 100. 

3.4. Folding rule (reversible folding) 

Let (p) and (6) be two different clauses in the program P: 

(P) A tA1,...,Aq,Aq+l,...,Aq+r,. ..,A, :c 

(6) B+B,,...,B,:c’ 
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and p a substitution such that the following conditions hold: 

1. Condition (1) of the Tamaki-Sato folding. 

2. Condition (2) of the Tamaki-Sato folding. 

3. (6) is the only clause in P whose head unifies with p(B) and (6) is different 

from (p). 

Note that, in the Tamaki-Sato folding, the condition corresponding to (3) is that (6) 

is the only clause in P,,, whose head unifies with p(B), and this condition always 

holds. 

The folding of (p) by (6) at the subset {A,+t,. . . ,Aq+,. : c} is the clause (5) which 

will replace (p): 

(7) At-A l,...,Aq,~(B),Aq+r+l,...,A,:c 

(p) is called the folded rule and (6) is called the folder. Note that conditions l-3 are 

needed in order to insure the correctness of the transformation (see [2, 141). 

Finally, P’:=(P-{y})U {z}, and P ’ is equivalent to P. The folding considered here 

is the inverse of the unfolding rule as in [14]; consequently, its correctness proof is 

much easier than the correctness proof of Tamaki-Sato’s folding. 

Example 3.5. Let us compare the reversible folding and the Tamaki-Sato folding. The 

folding of 3.3 cannot be realized by reversible folding, because clause (12) does not 

belong to the program being currently transformed. 

On the other hand, let us consider the program P: 

(P) P(W +-4(G)) 

(P’) 4u + 4V) 

(g) r(n) + 

Then (p) cannot be folded by (p’) via the Tamaki-Sato folding but can be folded 

by the reversible folding, and this gives 

(P”) P(X) + MW) 

(P’) G) + 4V) 

(0) ?-(a) +- 

Example 3.6. This example shows the need for condition 3 of the reversible folding. 

Let P be defined by 

(P) dw))~dn40 

r(a) +-- 
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Folding (p) by (6) at {r(X)} results in the looping clause: 

(7) 4(G)) + 4(X)? q(s(X)). 

3.5. Substitution rule 

Let P be a constraint logic program and (p) a clause in P: 

(p) A+-A ,,..., Ak ,..., A,:c 

assume moreover that the following equivalence holds (cf. Definition 2.16(3)): 

PIk[A, A ... AAk:c M B1 A ... AB,:e]. 

Using this equivalence we can replace the conjunction Al A. . . A,& : c by the conjunc- 

tion B1 A. . ’ A B, : e and we will obtain the clause 

(P’) AtBl,..., B,,,,Ak+l,..., A,:e 

and the program P’ = (P - {p}) U {p’} will be equivalent to P. 

The substitution rule seems quite restrictive, it is however useful in proving the 

correctness of reversible folding, and for allowing to realize with the reversible folding 

transformations which could otherwise be realized only with the Tamaki-Sato folding. 

While all other transformations seen so far have purely syntactic applicability con- 

ditions, and could easily be implemented in linear time, the applicability conditions 

of substitution are in general non effective; however, they become effective when for 

instance the least Herbrand model is finite (which is the case for Datalog programs). 

The substitution corresponds to the notions of sub-molecule, rule-subsumption and 

replacement of [26] and the permissible goal replacement of [14]: there is however 

a difference with the replacement rule of [26], namely: our notion of substitution is more 

liberal (Maher’s rule requires that none of the predicates of Al,. . , Ak, B1, . , B, depend 

on the predicate of A, hence implies an implicit stratification of the program). This 

stems from the fact that, because Maher allows negations in his programs, his semantics 

must preserve also finite failure, hence the corresponding notion of equivalence is very 

strong, and consequently, fewer programs will be equivalent and less transformations 

are permitted. There are thus cases when our substitution rule applies and not Maher’s 

replacement rule (cf. Example 3.7). 

Example 3.7. Let P be the program 

p(XX)+q(Y), p(XY): Y>lOO 

p(X,Ytr(Y):Y>lOO 

q(Y)+?.(Y): Y>lOO 

(18) 

Then, according to our rule 

P k [(q(Y), p(X, Y) : Y > 100) @(q(Y) : Y > loo)] 
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Hence the first rule can be simplified into p&X) + q(Y) : Y > 100. Maher’s replace- 

ment rule cannot be applied here because the predicate p occurs in the replaced con- 

junction. 

3.6. Elimination of redundant atoms: thinning 

This transformation enables us to suppress some useless constrained atoms in clause 

bodies (cf. thinning of [4]). Let (p) be the clause: 

(P) At-A, ,..., Ai-r,Ai,Ai+r ,..., A, :C 

Suppose there exists in P a clause (rr) such that 

(n) Be-A;,...& :c’ 

and a substitution (3 verifying: 

A, = Q(B) and for j=l,..., i- 1, Ai=B(AS), 

c j e(d). (19) 

Then, this implies that Ai + Al,. . , Ai- : c is an instance of (rr) and we can substitute 

for clause (p) the clause (p’): 

(P’) At-Al ,..., Ai_l,Ai+l,..., A,:c 

henceforth P’ = (P - {p}) U {p’} and P’ is equivalent to P. 

Thinning is correct because we consider the C-semantics; thinning is not correct 

with respect to the S-semantics, as shown by the following example. 

Example 3.8. Let P be the program: 

P(X) + q(x), r(X) 

r(X) + q(X) 

q(t(Y,a))c 

q(t(a,Z)) + 

r(X) is redundant in the first clause and can be deleted, yielding P’: 

P(X) + q(X) 

r(X) + q(x) 

q(t(Y,a))+ 

q(t(a, Z)) + 
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Programs P and P’ are C-equivalent and are not S-equivalent. Their S-models are 

different and substitution {X/t(a,a)} is an answer to p(X) in program P but not in 

program P’. 

Remark 3.9. Thinning is unfortunately not a particular case of substitution; for in- 

stance in Example 3.8, we camiot apply the substitution rule because the equivalence 

PkM~)A@3~MY d oes not hold: in Tp r 1 for instance, q(t(a, a)) is true and 

r(t(a,a)) is false. Similarly, the reverse of thinning, fattening, is not a particular case 

of substitution. 

Example 3.10. Let (p) be clause (20) and (n) be clause (21) in the following pro- 

gram P: 

r(X)cq(X), p(X), t(X):X>lOO (20) 

p(X)tq(X):X>lOO (21) 

p(X) + s(X) :X-c200 (22) 

Assuming the domain is the set N of integers, the atom p(X) can be deleted from the 

first clause (20). We thus obtain the equivalent program P’: 

r(X) + q(X), t(X) :x > 100 

p(X)+q(X):X>100 

p(X)ts(X):X<200 

Maher’s replacement rule could also have been applied here. 

Note that P and P’ are C-equivalent but are not S-equivalent. In order to be correct 

with respect to the S-semantics, thinning should require in addition that (rc) be the 

only clause whose head unifies with Ai. 

Example 3.11. This example shows the necessity for condition (19) i.e. the constraint 

of clause (p) must imply the constraint of the clause (O(X)) obtained by applying 

substitution 13 to clause (7~). 

r(X) + q(X), p(X), t(X) :x > 100 

p(X)tq(X):X>200 

In this case, we cannot suppress p(X) from the first clause. 

Remark 3.12. If the applicability conditions of both fold and thinning are satisfied, 

i.e. if (rc) is a definition clause, then a better simplification will be achieved by first 
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folding (p) by (rt), then merging the two remaining atoms in the body of the folded 

ciause into a single atom; e.g. assume that clause (p) is 

(P) A +-Al ,..., Aj_i,A[,Ai+i ,..., Aa :C 

clause (rc) is a definition clause 

(n) Be-A;,...&, :c’, 

assume moreover that the folding conditions are satisfied, i.e. 

l Ai = B(B), 
0 forj= l,..., i - 1, we have Aj=O(Ai), 
l c+e(cf), 
l (7~) is a clause in Pnew, 

l 8 substitutes distinct variables for the internal variables of (rc), and these variables 

do not occur in the head predicate A of (p), nor in the {Ai, Ai+,, . . . , A,, : c}, nor in 

(r) (the result of the folding). 

l either A f n&j is an old predicate or (p) is the result of at least one unfolding 

applied to a clause of PO. 

l each new predicate in knew is defined by at most one clause of P,,,. 

then the simplified clause obtained by folding is 

and by the substitution rule we can merge the two identical atoms A; thus obtaining 

the clause 

By thinning, we would have obtained the clause 

A+Al ,..., A,_l,A;+ ,,..., A,:c 

In an application strategy of these rules, we will consider that in such a case folding 

has precedence over thinning. 

3.7. Introduction of a redundant atom in a clause body: fattening 

It is the inverse of the previous operation (cf. [4]). Let 

(p) AcAI,...,Ai,Ai+l,...,A,:c 

assume that there exists in P a clause (7-c) B t BI, . . , Bi : e and a substitution 8 such 

that: 

A,=O(Bj) forj= l,...,i 

c =+ e(e) 
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then we can substitute (p’) for (p): 

(p’) AcAr,...,A,,8(B):c 

and P’ = (P - {p}) U {p’} is equivalent to P. 

3.8. Suppressing useless (redundant) clauses: generalized pruning 

A program can be simplified by suppressing its useless clauses, namely clauses which 

are subsumed by other clauses (cf. generalized pruning of [4]). 

Let P be a program containing a clause (p). The clause (p) is said to be redundant 

if Tp 7 co C Tp--(p) r w. Redundancy is in general undecidable, but some particular cases 

can be detected very easily. A transformation rule deleting some redundant clauses is 

given below. 

Let P be a program containing clauses: 

(p) AcA1,...,A,:c 

and 

(7~) BcBl,...,B,:e with m<n 

suppose that there exists a substitution 0 verifying: A =8(B), Ai = O(Bi), and c + 

O(e), i.e.: (p) contains as a subset in its body an instance of the body of (7~); then 

(p) is a redundant clause and can be deleted, and P’ = P-(p) is equivalent to P 
(cf. Proposition 4.14). 

Example 3.13. Let P be the program: 

(p) p(X,Y)tr(Y), q(X):X=Y+l, Z=Y-1, Y=5, X>O 

(7L) p(X,Y)tq(X):X=Y+l, z= Y-l 

(23) 

(24) 

r(Y)+- 

Clause (23) contains an instance of clause (24), hence can be deleted. 

Remark 3.14. A particular case of this simplification takes place when m=n. Then 

clause (p) is redundant, and it is an instance of clause (rc) (cf. Definition 2.2). Hence 

every clause which is an instance of another clause can be deleted. 

Example 3.15. Let P be the program: 

p(X) +X=Y 

p(X) + X=a (25) 
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Clause (25) is redundant and can be deleted. P is equivalent to P’: 

p(X) + X=Y 

P is equivalent to P’ because we consider the C-semantics; P and P’ are not equivalent 

with respect to the S-semantics, because X = a belongs to the set of computed answer 

substitutions of P, but does not belong to the set of computed answer substitutions of 

P’. See Example 3.8. 

3.9. Suppression of clauses which can never be used 

We can also simplify a program by deleting clauses which can never be applied 

1. either because they contain an inconsistency in their body, 

2. or because applying them in conjunction with the rest of the program yields an 

inconsistency. 

Let (p) At-Al,..., A, : c be a clause of P. If the conjunction of constrained atoms 

in the body of (p) is unsatisfiable, then the clause (p) contains an inconsistency in its 

body, and (p) can thus be deleted; P’ = P-(p) is equivalent to P. As in the case of 

redundancy, detecting all inconsistencies is in general undecidable; however, we can 

easily remove inconsistencies between one clause and the rest of the program which 

can be detected if by unfolding the clause we obtain contradictory constraints. 

Example 3.16. 

p(X) + q(X):X=Y+l, Y20 (26) 

q(X)+ :x<o (27) 

Unfolding clause (26) gives p(X) t :X < 0, X = Y+l, Y 3 0; clause (26) is thus 

inconsistent, hence can be deleted. 

3.10. Constraint simpli$cations 

3. IO. 1. Equivalent constraints 

We can replace a clause by another clause whose constraints are equivalent to the 

constraints of the first clause. 

Let (p) be the clause: (p) A + Al,. . , A, : c and assume that c @ e. Then we can 

replace (P) by (P’) 

(P’) A+-Al,...,A,:e 

It is a particular case of the substitution rule since clearly 

PII_[(Al,..., Ak:c)H(Bl,..., B,:e)] 

is satisfied with k = m = n, and, for i = 1,. . , m, Ai = Bi; the set of constrained atoms 

&+I , . . . ,A, in (p) is empty. 

Hence P’ = (P-(p)) U {p’} is equivalent to P. 
This rule corresponds to the constraint replacement rule of [26]. 
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3.10.2. Eliminating intermediate variables in constraints 

An intermediate variable in a clause is a variable occurring in the body but not in the 

head of the clause. Such variables can be eliminated if they occur only in the constraints 

and not in the atoms of the body of the rule, we will say in such a case that the 

intermediate variable is a local variable. However, we will no longer have correctness, 

i.e. the simplified program can possibly have more solutions than the original program, 

so we can only hope for a weaker notion of correctness which will be defined below. 

The notion of weak satisfaction of constraints (cf. [9]), see Definition 2.1, enables us 

to express solvability of constraints while eliminating intermediate local variables. Let 

X U Y be the variables of the clause, X being the set of variables occurring either in 

the head or in the atoms of the body, hereafter called global variables, and Y the set of 

variables occurring only in constraints called intermediate local variables; 8’ is said to 

satisfy the constraint c’ on the global variables X if and only if there exists a solution 

8 of c on (X u Y) such that 8iX = 0’. We can simplify the original constraint c by 

eliminating the local intermediate variables and will obtain as simplified constraint a 

constraint c’ = clX which will be called the restriction of the original constraint to the 

global variables. 

Let P contain clause (p) 

(p) AcAr,...,A,:c 

We can substitute for (p) the clause p’ 

(P’) A+A,,...,A,:c’ 

where c’ = clX. Let P’ = (P-(p)) U {p’}. Note that c’ = clX implies that c =+ c’, hence 

(p) is an instance of (p’). 

Proposition 3.17. M(P) & M(P’). 

However, this result is not very interesting, in the sense that it does not even imply 

partial correctness; so in order to obtain correctness, we must take a weaker semantics, 

and assume the stronger hypotheses which are given below. 

If in addition the following holds (cf. Definition 2.1) 

c’*xc 

then clause (p’) is said to be weakly equivalent to clause (p) and P’ = (P-(p)) U {p’} 

is said to be weakly equivalent to P. 

Example 3.18. (p) q( U, V) +-- t(U) : V = U+3, X > U, Y = Uf V. 

The constraints are {V = U+3, X > U, Y = U+ V}; since e.g. on the reals or the 

integers {V = U+3} =+ u, v {V = Uf3,X > U, Y = U+V}, X and Y are local intermedi- 

ate variables which can be eliminated; take for instance {X = Utl} and the constraint 

{X> U} will be satisfied. We can substitute for (p) the clause (p’): 

(4) q(U, V)ct(U): v=u+3. 
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Example 3.19. Consider program P: 

odd(X) f- odd(Y): Y=Z-1, x=z+1, X>l 

odd(X) +- X = 1 

variable Z is local and can be eliminated and this results in program P’: 

odd(X) +- odd(Y):X=Y+2, X>l 

odd(X) +- X = 1 

4. Correctness of the transformation system 

The program transformation consists in applying to a program P together with a set 

of definitions D, the transformation rules. The result is another program Tr(P). If a 

transformation preserves program equivalence with respect to a given semantics Sem, 
i.e. Sem( Tr(P)) = Sem(P U D), then the transformation is said to be totally correct. It 

is said to be partially correct if whenever Tr(P) terminates P terminates and returns 

the same result, i.e. in the case of a semantics defined via a set of returned answers 

Sem(Tr(P)) C Sem(P U D). The system proposed by Burstall and Darlington [7] pre- 

serves only partial correctness of programs. Tamaki and Sato [32] proved the total 

correctness of their system with respect to the least Herbrand model semantics. We 

assume that none of the transformations changes the language of the program, i.e. the 

set of extensional and intensional (or user-defined) symbols is fixed throughout. 

We will prove the total correctness of all the rules of the system proposed in the 

previous section except for the elimination of intermediate variables, with respect to a 

fixpoint semantics inspired from the usual semantics of [ 17,201, from the C-semantics 

of [12], and based on a notion of model in a Herbrand universe with variables. First, 

we will prove the correctness of the Tamaki-Sato fold-unfold transformation system: 

our proof method is inspired by the proof of Tamaki and Sato [32] but is much 

simpler, and more direct because we will use the immediate consequence operator 

Tp, and this will enable us to considerably shorten their proof. We then will prove the 

correctness of each extended transformation rule: reversible fold, thinning and fattening, 

generalized pruning; the proof method also uses the Tp operator. Since we know that 

our operational semantics (similar to the C-semantics of [ 121) is equivalent to the 

denotational one (Theorem 2.13) correctness with respect to the operational semantics 

also follows. 

It should be noted though, that in a program transformation strategy, the Tamaki- 

Sato fold cannot be mixed arbitrarily with ‘reversible transformations’, because this may 

lead to fold a definition by itself, hence introducing a loop. In particular, a Tamaki- 

Sato fold cannot be applied after a reversible fold (see Example 4.1) nor after a 

‘thinning-fattening’ combination (see Example 4.2). We will thus assume that in our 

transformation system, Tamaki-Sato folds are not applied after reversible fold, thinning, 

fattening or substitution. 
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Example 4.1. In a sequence of program transformations, a Tamaki-Sato fold cannot be 

applied after a reversible fold, as shown by the following example. Consider program 

P, where P,, = { (29)) 

4+ 

reel 

Per 

Unfolding (29) using (28) we obtain 

(28) 

(29) 

4+- 

r+4 

PC4 (30) 

Now we can apply one reversible folding (folding (30) by (28)), and obtain: 

4+- 

r-q 

p+r (31) 

Finally, because (3 1) has been obtained by at least one unfolding, a Tamaki-Sato fold 

of (31) by (29) can be applied yielding the loop 

PCP 

Example 4.2. In a sequence of program transformations, a Tamaki-Sato fold cannot be 
applied after a ‘thinning-fattening’ combination which gives back the initial definition 

clause, as shown by the following example. Consider program P, where P,,, = ((32)) 

P+r,q 

r+q 

4+-- 

Unfolding (32) using (33) we obtain 

(32) 

(33) 

P +- 42 4 

r+q 

4+ 

(34) 

Now we can substitute q for q,q in (34), and we obtain: 

P+4 

r+9 

4+ 

(35) 

(36) 
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Fattening (35) by using clause (36) gives 

P + 4, r 

r+4 

4+ 

(37) 

Finally, because (37) has been obtained by at least one unfolding, a Tamak-Sato fold 

of (37) by (32) can be applied yielding the loop 

P+-P 

4.1. Correctness of the fold-unfold 

The transformation of a program 

transformation rules 

PO, consists of a sequence of programs P;, such 

that: PO, PI,. . . ) Pi,fl+l). . .y PN = Tr(P0) with PO = P&j UP,,, and 

p, = UnfWP;) 
1+1 fold(E) 

All definitions are given once and for all at the beginning and are represented by the 

set P,,,. 

Theorem 4.3. M(Po) = M( Tr(P0)). 

The proof of Theorem 4.3 asserting the correctness of the fold-unfold transformation 

rule is inspired by [32], but simpler because it uses only the Tp operator instead of 

introducing the notions of proof trees. 

Proposition 4.4. If P is transformed into P’ via one unfold transformation, then 

M(P)= U Tpfn= U Tpfrn=M(P’) 
ntN nEN 

Proposition 4.4 is an immediate consequence of Lemmata 4.5 and 4.6. See also 

Lemma 6.4 of [24]. 

Lemma 4.5. If P is transformed into P’ via one unfold transformation, then, for all 
interpretations t, Tp,(Z) C Tp(I U Tp(Z)). 

The reverse inclusion is false, but we have the 

Lemma 4.6. Zf P is transformed into P’ via one unfold transformation, then, ‘dn, Sk, 
Tp T n C Tp, T k. 

Proposition 4.4 showed that unfold transformations preserve total correctness. 

In the case when P is transformed into P’ via a sequence of Tamaki-Sato fold-unfold 

transformations PO = P, PI,. . . , PN = P’ we can prove the following results: 
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Lemma 4.7. If P is transformed into P’ via a sequence of Tamaki-Sato fold-unfold 

transformations, Po=P,Pl,...,Pn=P’ thenVi=l,...,N UnENTeTn= U,,,TpOfn. 

The proof uses the technical notion of rank consistent derivation (a simplification of 

the notion of rank-consistency of Tamaki-Sato) and it will be detailed in the appendix. 

Corollary 4.8. Assume that PO = P, PI,. . . , PN = P’ is a sequence of Tamaki-Sato 

fold-unfold transformations, then M(P+l ) = M(Pi) = - . . = M(Po). 

Theorem 4.3 then immediately follows. 

4.2. Correctness of the augmented transformation system 

The correctness of the reversible fold transformation is much simpler. The following 

lemma shows that the reversible fold transformation can be viewed as the inverse of 

the unfold transformation. hence is also correct. 

Lemma 4.9. If P is transformed into P’ via a reversible fold transformation, then, P’ 
can be transformed into P via an unfold transformation followed by a substitution 

rule. 

Correctness of the reversible fold transformation then follows from the correctness 

of unfold and substitution (Propositions 4.4 and 4.11). 

Proposition 4.10. Zf P is transformed into P’ by applying a reversible fold transfor- 

mation rule, then M(P) = M(P’). 

Proposition 4.11. rf P results in P’ by applying the substitution rule, then M(P) = 
M(P’). 

Proposition 4.12. If P results in P’ by applying the thinning rule (suppressing a 

redundant atom), then M(P) = M(P’). 

Proposition 4.13. If P results in P’ by applying the fattening rule (adding a redundant 

atom), then M(P) = M(P’). 

Proposition 4.14. If P is transformed into P’ by generalized pruning, then M(P) = 
M(P’). 

Corollary 4.15. If P is transformed into P’ via a transformation 92, with W among 
unfold, reversible fold, substitution, thinning, fattening or generalized pruning, then 
M(P) = M(P’). 

Corollary 4.15, even though it may seem trivial, gives a very useful tool for checking 

the correctness of potential transformation rules. 
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Corollary 4.16. Let 92’ be a transformation rule, let P’ = .42’(P) be the result of ap- 
plying transformation 9’ to P, then 92’ is correct if and only if M(P) = M(W(P’)), 
where 9(P’) is a suitable transformation of P’ =3(P), chosen among unfold, re- 

versible fold, substitution, thinning, fattening or generalized pruning. 

Proof. Since 9 is correct, M(P’) =M(&Y(P’)); 9’ is correct if and only if M(P) = 

M(P’), and this is equivalent to M(P)=M(W(P’)). 0 

4.3. Weak correctness of the elimination of intermediate variables in constraints 

Let us define a weak semantics taking into account weak implications of constraints. 

Definition 4.17. Let P be a program. Let X be the global variables of P (i.e. those 

variables occurring in the head and body of P) and Y its intermediate local variables 

(i.e. those variables occurring in the constraints but not in the head and body) and let 

I c .@ be an interpretation; the weak immediate consequence operator T,, is defined 

by: A : c is an immediate consequence of P, I if and only if there exists an instance 

(cf. Definition 2.2) (p) A +-Al,. . . ,A, : d of a clause (p’) B + BI,. . . , B, : e of P, and 

Ai:d E I for i=l,..., 12, such that c =+x d and c is solvable. 

Let M,(P) be the least fixpoint of T,, M,(P) = Ifp( TP,~) = TP,~ T o. 

Proposition 4.18. Assume that 

(p) A+-A1,...,A,:c 

(p’) A+AI,...,A,:c’ 

Assume that P is transformed in P’ = (P-(p)) U {p’} by deleting some intermediate 

local variables in (p), and assume moreover that c’ =+x c, then M,(P) =M,(P’). 

Note that, because c’ is deduced from c by eliminating intermediate local variables, 

c + c’; since we assumed c’ =+x c, it follows that c’ @XC. 

5. Discussion and conclusion 

First, let us briefly compare the C-semantics and the S-semantics. 

Proposition 5.1. Assume I is an S-model of P, then down(I) is a C-model of P. 

Proposition 5.2. Let P be a program, and let MS(P) be its S-semantics, i.e. the set 
of computed answer substitutions, and let M(P) be its C-semantics, then M(P) = 
down(Ms(P)). 

In [4], the authors defined a transformation sytem preserving computed answer sub- 

stitutions of logic programs with respect to the S-semantics. Applicability conditions 
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guaranteeing that the transformations preserve the semantics must be defined on the 

S-model itself and will usually be more demanding (see for instance Example 3.10). 

This choice presents the advantage of expressing the applicability conditions in terms 

of semantical properties of the model, but it has the liability of disallowing us to exploit 

our knowledge of the syntactical links existing between atoms in the body of the same 

clause, and/or between two clauses. For instance, with respect to the S-semantics, a 

clause can be subsumed by an other clause in a given program, and hence considered 

as redundant, but this will no longer hold if we add or suppress information. Consider 

for example the program P: 

Example 5.3. 

AX> +- 4w (38) 

p(a) +- da) (39) 

p(a) + (40) 

4(X) + (41) 

In program P, clause (39) is an instance of (38), hence can be deleted resulting in 

program P’: 

P and P’ are C-equivalent and S-equivalent. C-equivalence results from the correctness 

of generalized pruning, however S-equivalence must be proved by computing the S- 

model and checking the redundance of (39) in that model. For example suppressing 

clause (40) results in the program PI (consisting of clauses (38), (39) and (41)). Clause 

(39) can be deleted in our system, yielding P[ (consisting of clauses (38) and (41)) 

which is C-equivalent to PI; but clause (39) cannot be deleted in the system of [4] 

because P,’ is not S-equivalent to PI. 

Now, let us briefly compare describe some other transformation systems dealing with 

CLP programs, such as 

l the modular system of Etalle-Gabrielli [ 10,111: this system has a Tamaki-Sato style 

folding and has been proved correct with respect to the Q-semantics which is a 

modular or compositional semantics inspired from the S-semantics (e.g. the programs 

of Example 3.15 are not equivalent with respect to the SZ-semantics). This system 

contains less transformations than our system. It mainly relies on the replacement 

rule (replacing a conjunction of constrained atoms by another one): this is a very 

general transformation subsuming most existing transformations; unfortunately this 

replacement rule has applicability conditions which are purely semantical, ineffective, 

and difficult to check in practice: the applicability conditions include verifying the 
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equivalence of the answer constraints for all succesfitl derivation trees and even 

comparing the lengths of the derivation trees of both the original program and 

the transformed program. In contrast, we tried to achieve a trade-off, generality 

versus simplicity: except for the the substitution rule, our applicability conditions 

for transforming programs are syntactic and can be implemented in linear time, or 

even by finite real time automata. 

l Maher’s system [26]: this system is also modular, allows for negation (with some 

stratification conditions) and has an extended reversible folding, allowing, in a single 

step, to fold several clauses into a single clause by using several folder-clauses; it 

has been proved correct with respect to the perfect model semantics which preserves 

computed answer substitutions as well as finite failures. Our system cannot realize the 

multiple folding of Maher’s system, and vice versa, some foldings are realized by our 

system and not by Maher’s system, see Example 5.4. Indeed, with the exception of 

[26,30], none of the proposed transformation systems can realize multiple foldings. 

Example 5.4. Let P be defined by 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

Using Maher’s folding to fold (42) (and (43)) by (44) (and (45)) we obtain 

P+s 

3’4 

s-r 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

This is not feasible by our foldings. 

Conversely, because in Maher’s system the substitution ,u of 3.4 is restricted to be a 

variable renaming, even though terms may appear in the constraints, some foldings can 

be performed by our system but not by Maher’s system; however, we believe that this 

restriction could be easily lifted from Maher’s system. Moreover, in Maher’s system a 

condition similar to condition 2 of our folding rules should be added in order to have 

a completely correct folding: in [26] the hypothesis that p should substitute for the in- 

ternal variables of the folder clause fresh variables which do not occur in the constraint 

of the clause resulting of the folding has been forgotten (see [l,Example 4.4.101). 

We already noted in Example 3.5 that the reversible folding cannot perform some 

foldings realized by the Tamaki-Sato folding: for example, the folding of Example 3.3 

cannot be realized by reversible folding. However, using the substitution rule together 

with the definition of new predicates, we can realize the transformations obtained by 

the Tamaki-Sato folding (see also [24]). 
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Example 5.5. Consider the program P of Example 3.2 consisting of clauses (8)-( 1 1 ), 

(15), (16); reversible folding does not allow us to fold (16) by (12). Let us define 
a new predicate newmtlg by: 

newmtZg([],Y2,X~,X2)tZength(Y2,X2):O=X~<X2 (49) 

~ew~t~g([~~lY~1,[~2lY21,~1,~2) +- newmtlg( Y,, Y2,Xi,Xi) : Nt = N2, 

X, =x: + 1,X2 =x; + 1,x; <x; (50) 

Let P’ consist of P together with clauses (49) and (50); then 

P I!- [match(Yt, Y2),hPV~,J3, 

length(Y&) : Nt =Nz,Xt =X,’ + 1,X2 =X. + l,Xt’ <Xi 

* 

newmtZg(Y~,Y2,X:,X,‘):Nl=N2,X~=X:+l,X2=X2/+1,X(<X2/] 

Hence, applying the substitution rule, we can replace clause (16) by clause 

mtlg( Y,, Y2,XI,Xi) +- newmtfg( Y,, Y2,X:,X,‘). 

The substitution rule and the thinning and fattening rules, also allow us to delete 
atoms which could not be deleted by just folding/unfolding rules, as shown by the 
following Example. 

Example 5.6. Consider the program of 3.7, and unfold both atoms of clause (18) we 
obtain: 

p(X,X)+r(Y),r(Y): Y>lOO 

in this clause, the redundant atom Y(Y) can only be deleted by substitution or thinning. 

We gave in this paper a transformation system for constraint logic programs and 
proved its correctness. This system is an extension of the Tamaki-Sato system to 
constraint logic programs; it includes fold-unfold, substitution, thinning and fattening, 
pruning and constraint simplifications; its correctness proof is based on the Tp operator 
and inspired by the Tamak-Sato proof, but it is simpler than the Tamaki-Sato proof; 
this is, to our knowledge, the only correctness proof of such a transformation system 
which is based on the Tp operator. 

We proved for all transformations except constraint simplifications the strongest form 
of correctness from which one can easily deduce other equivalences with respect to 
weaker semantics, while conserving the advantage to propose a practical tool for auto- 
matic transformation system. For constraint simplification however, we can only prove 
a weaker form of correctness. Areas for future research include several directions: 
1. Correctness proofs with respect to more operational semantics such as the 

S-semantics. 
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2. Implementation strategies for our transformations. 

3. Effect of adding negations. 

Appendix A. Technical proofs 

Proof of Proposition 2.8. Let A : c E $(I); then A : c is an instance of A’ : c’ E G(Z), 

with A = &A’) and c + 19(c’); moreover, (~‘$4’ c A 1,. . . ,A, : c is an instance of a clause 

(p) of P such that Ai : c E I for i = 1,. . . , n. Since I is downwards closed and Ai : c E I, 

0(Ai):cA0(C’)EI for i= l,...,n. Hence A+8(A~),...,B(A,):cAB(c’) is also in- 

stance of (p) and A : c A Qc’) E T’,(l); hence by Lemma 2.5, A : c &A : O(c’) implies 

A : c A O(c’) E A : c, hence A : c E Z’p(Z). 0 

Proof of Proposition 2.14. By induction on the length k of the derivation D : G 2 

[o:c’]. 
_ If k = 1, then G = [A : c] and there exists a clause (p) B c : e such that A = B(B) 

+ : d is an instance of (p), with c’ = c Ad and c’ solvable, hence A : c’ E Tp T 1 C 

TP~w. 
_ Suppose now the result is true for derivations of length <k - 1 and let D : G = 

[Al, . . , A, : c] 2 [ q : c’] be a derivation of length k. Let the first derivation step of D 

be dl : G 5 G’, with G’= [I , . . . , B(B,), AZ,. . . ,A, : c A d], and let Al = B(B) t 

RB1 ), . . . , B(B,):d be an instance of(p) BtB,,...,B,:e, with d+fl(e). 

Then G’ 5[ q : c’] is a derivation of length k - 1, hence by the induction hypothesis 

1. Ai : C' E Tp T o and c’ + c A d, for i = 2,. . , p, 

2. and for j= l,..., it, O(Bj) : c’ E Tp T w and c’ + d + 0(e) A c + c; hence Al = 8(B) 

+ @Bl ), . . . , Wn 1 : c’ is also an instance of (p), and since for j = 1,. . . , n, fl(Bj) : 

c’ E T, T o, Al : c’ E Tp(Tp T co) = Tp T co. 

This concludes the inductive step and the proof of the proposition. 0 

Proof of Proposition 2.15. By induction on k, we prove that for all k 

TP T k C WP) (A.11 

_ For k = 0, Tp T 0 = 0 and (A.l) is trivially true. 
_ Assume Tp T (k - 1) C S(P); let A : c E Tp T k, then there exist Al : c,. . . ,A, : c E 

TpT(k--I), and a clause (p) BcBl,...,B,:e of P such that AtAl,...,A,:c 

is an instance of (p). Consequently, for j = 1,. . . , n, e(Bj) = Aj, and c + O(e), and 

we have a derivation step d:Gq G’ with G=[A:c], G’=[Al,...,A,:c]. 

Moreover, for j = 1,. . . , n, Aj : c E Tp T (k - 1); applying then the inductive hypothe- 

sis, Aj : c E SS(P) for j = 1,. . . , n, and there exist derivations Dj : [Aj : C] 2 [ q : c]; by 

concatenating the derivations d, DI, . . . , D,, we obtain a derivation [A : c] 2 [ q : c], thus 

proving that A : c E S(P). 0 
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Proof of Proposition 3.17. Recall that 

(p) A+A,,...,A,:c 

(p’) AtA,,...,A,:c’ 

and P’=(P - {p})U {p’}. Note that c’ =I+ implies that c +c’, hence (p) is an 

instance of (p’). 

By induction on k we check that T,(0) C T:,(0) for all k E N. 

It is clear for k= 0. Assume it holds for k, i.e. Ik = T/(0) C Ti,(0)=Z& and let 

A’ : d’ E T;+‘(0) : we check that A’ : d’ E T:?‘(0). 

(a) If A’ : d’ is obtained by instantiating a clause in P - {p}, then A’ : d’ E Tp!(IL). 

(b) If A’ : d’ is obtained by an instance 8’ of (p), then 38’(Ai : c), . . . , #(A, : c) E Ik 

such that @‘(A : c) = A’ : d’ E Tp(lk). Hence e’(Aj : c) E Ik C: Ii, for J’ = 1,. . . ,n. But 

V(Aj : c), for j = 1,. . . , n, is an instance of O’(Aj : c’), hence by 2.6, rule (p’) can 

be applied and @‘(A : c) = A’ : d’ E Tp/(IL). 0 

Proof of Proposition 4.4 (Correctness of unfolding). Since the Tp and Tpt operators 

are monotone, we can prove by induction on n that, for all n, Tp r n S Tp t (n + l), 

whence Tp(TprnUTpt(n+l))=Tp(TpT(n+l))=Tpf(n+2). 

We then can conclude by induction on n that 

TP~ ? n C TP t (2n) (A.2) 

This is clearly true for n = 0; assuming Tpl 1‘ (n - 1) cl Tp t (2n - 2), we obtain Tpt 1‘ n = 

TP~(TP~T(~-~))CT,~(TPT(~~-~)), and applying Lemma 4.5 with I = Tp T (2n - 2), 

we obtain Tpr(Tp ‘T (2n - 2)) C Tp(Tp T(2n - 2) U Tp(Tp T (2n - 2))) = Tp(Tp t (2n - 1)) 

= Tp r (2n). Whence the inductive step and the inclusion (A.2). 

Combining the inclusion (A.2) with Lemma 4.6 yields Proposition 4.4. 0 

Proof of Lemma 4.5. Assume that the unfold transformation is such that P’ = (P - 

{PI) U (71 ,...,z~}, where 

(p) A +A1 ,..., A, ,..., A, :c 

(nk) Tk+Tkl,...,Tkj:CL 

(zk) Ilk(A)C~k(AI,...,Aq-l,Tkl,...,Tkj,Aq+l,...,A,:C:AC) 

clause (p) is replaced by the set of clauses (rk), for m>k> 1. 

Let A’ : c’ E Tpj(I). 

(1) If A’ : c’ is obtained by one instance of a rule of P - {p}, then A’ : c’ E Tp(Z). 

(2) Otherwise, A’ : c’ is obtained by one instance of one of the rules (rk), for 

m > k 3 1, and in that case, we will show that A’ : c’ E Tp(Z U Tp(Z)). Assume A’ : c’ 

is obtained by one instance p(rk) of rk; letting 

W&‘&+l >, . . . , PPdAn) : ppk(c;. AC) 
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this implies that 

l ILNr(A)=A 
0 for i=l )..., q- l,q+l,..., n, PP&i) : PPk(C~ A cl E I 
0 for i = 1 ,...,j, PPk(Tki):PPk(C~~C)EI 

then 

(1) ~~k(Tk)tCL~k(Tkl),..., /.L/Lk(Tkj): ppk(ci A c) is an instance of r&, and all the 

constrained atoms in its body are in I, hence #&(Tk) : ppk(Ck A c) E T’,(Z); note that 

ppk(T,) = p,&(AO) since pk is an m.g.u. of Tk and A, 

(2) Let 

(P’) ~~k(A)+-~~k(Al),..., !+k(Aq-I 1, ppk(Aq), ppk(Aq+l )t...,~~k(An): ppk(c; A c> 

then p’ is an instance of p because 

l for i=l,..., q-l,q+l,..., 12, ~~k(Ai):~/&(c~AcC)EI 

0 by (1) ppk(Aq) : ppk(cL A c) E Tp(Z), and iS an instance of A, : c 

hence finally (A’ : ppk(ct A c)) = (A’ : c’) E Tp(Z U Tp(Z)). 0 

Proof of Lemma 4.6. By induction on n. The result is clear if n = 0. Assume that Llk, 
Tp 1 (n - 1) C_ Tpt 1‘ k, and let A’ : c’ E Tp r n. 

( I ) If A’ : c’ can be obtained by one instance of a rule of P - {p}, then by using 

the same instance, we can see that A’ : c’ E Tpt T (k + 1). 

(2) Otherwise, A’ : c’ is obtained by one instance p’ of rule p. Let 

(P’) A’=~(A)t8(AI),...,B(A,-l),~(A,),~(A,+l),...,B(A,):d 

where, for i = 1 , . . . , n, tI(Ai) : d E Tp T (n - 1) C Tpl r k, and c’ = d = O(c). In particular, 

&A,): d E Tpl T k; all the rules whose heads are unifiable with A, and hence f&4,) 

being among rci,...,~,,,, O(A,) : d must be obtained as an immediate consequence of 

Tp, T(k - 1) by using an instance of one of these rules, e.g. ?tk. Hence there exists 

a substitution 0’ such that &A,) = d’( Tk) + @(Tki ), . . . , O’(T,) : d;, with, for i = 1,. ,j, 

(O’(Tki): d;) E Tp, T (k - l), d + d; = o’(cL). Since pk is an m.g.u. of A, and Tk, and 

moreover the variables of A, and Tk are in disjoint sets, both 8 and 8’ can be factored 

through ,.&, namely there exists p such that 8 U 0’ = p,&, hence 

(A.3) 

and 

6”) ppk(A) + pl*k(Al), . . . ,ppk(Aq-1 ),p/Jk(Aq),#k(Aq+I ), . . . , p(llk(ht) : d (A.4) 

We will now use (A.3) and (A.4) to deduce that A’ : c’ can also be obtained by an 

instance of a rule of P’; this instance is the following clause 7: 

(ri) ~L1Ik(A)t~~k(Al),...,~~k(A~-l),~~k(Tkl),...,~~k(Tkj), 

ppk(“&+I ), . . . > /@k(z& ) : d; A d 
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where all the constrained atoms in the body of 7: are in Tpl T k since all the constrained 

atoms in the bodies of clauses (A.3) and (A.4) are in Tp/ t k and since Tp, t k is 

downwards closed; moreover r: is an instance of rk because d; Ad = ppk(Ci A c) since 

d: = t!I’(cj,) and d = 0(c); finally the constrained atom thus obtained is (p,.&(A) : d; A d) 

=(A’:d)=(A’:c’) with (,_&(A):d~Ad)=(~&A):#(c~)/\&c))=(~~k(A):~~& 

(c;Ac))~Tp, I‘(k+ 1). Thus A’:c’E Tp/ t(k+l). 0 

Proof of Lemma 4.7 (Correctness of Tamaki-Sato folding). We want to prove that 

Vi= 1 ,...,N uNG, tn= U Go tn (A.51 
nEN 

Equality (A.5) is proved by induction on i, and for a given i, we will prove by 

induction on n that Tp! t n 5 UkEN TpO t k. 

(1) For i = 0, equality (A.5) is obvious. 

(2) Suppose (A.5) holds for i, i.e. 

U TP, t n = UN T,, t n (-4.6) 
nEN 

and let us prove it for i + 1, i.e. 

U TP,,,, t n = LN TP~ t n 
ilEN 

(A.7) 

0 If Pi+1 is deduced from Pi by an unfolding, then equality (A.7) is a consequence 

of Proposition 4.4 and of equality (A.6). 

0 If Pi+1 is deduced from Pi by a Tamaki-Sato folding, then the correctness proof 

will use Lemma A.2 and the following inclusion: 

b’n TP,,,, t n G U G0 
kEN 

Inclusion (A.8) together 

v’n TP,,,, t n C U Tpi 
kEN 

tk 

with the induction hypothesis (A.6), imply that 

rk 

(A.8) 

(A.91 

Lemma A.2 enables us to prove inclusion 

U TP,, t n c: UN TP,,, tn. 
IlEN 

We now prove by induction on n the inclusion (A.8), namely 

‘dn Tp,,, l‘nc U Tk,fk. 
kEN 
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If n = 0, the result is clear. In order to prove the inductive step, namely that, if 

(A.lO) 

then TP~,, t(n+l)C U Tp,tk (A.1 1) 
kEN 

we need to fix the notations. Let (p) be a clause in program Pi and (6) a clause in P,,,, 

(a definition of a new predicate). The folding of(p) by (6) at the subset {A,, . . ,A, : c} 

is the clause (r) which will replace (p) : 

(P) AcAI,...,A,,Ar+l,...,A,:c 

(6) B+B1,...,B,:c’ 

(5) A + p(B),Ar+l,. . . ,A, : c 

with /J a substitution such that the following conditions (i) and (ii) hold: 

(i) 

Vj=l,...,r-, Aj=p(Bi) 

(ii) p substitutes distinct uariables for the internal variables of (6), i.e. on these 

variables p is just a renaming, and these renamed variables do not occur in the 

head predicate A of (p), nor in the {Ar+l,. . . ,A, : c} nor in (r). 

Let Pi+1 =(Pi - {P}>U {z}, and let A’ : e’ E Tp$+, 1 (n + 1). 

(1) If A’ : e’ can be obtained by applying an instance of a rule of Pi - {p}, then 

A’ : e’ E TP,(TP,+, t n) G G,,(UkEN Tpo t k) by the inductive hypothesis (A. lo), and 

by (A.6) applied twice, Tpl,(UkEN rpo t k) = Th,(UkEM TP, t k) = Uk>o TP, t k C UkEN 

Tpo T k, hence (A.1 1) and the inductive step in that case. 

(2) If now A’ : e’ is obtained by one instance (r’) of the folded rule (r), then 

CT’) A’ = $(A > + P’/@), ~‘(Ar+l 1, . . . , P’(&) : a’ 
with 

e’ =d + p’(c) 

t/i=r+ l,...,n, @‘(Ai) : 4 E TP~+, t n 

($(/W) : 4 E TP,,, t n 

By the inductive hypothesis (A.lO), T,,, T n C M(Po) = UkEN Tpo t k, hence 

Vli=r+l,...,n, @‘(Ai) : 4 E MV’o) 

(P’(@)) : 4 E M(Po) 

(A.12) 

(A.13) 
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Since ,u’(p(B)) is an atom involving a new predicate, and in PO each new predicate is 

defined by at most one rule (see Section 3.1), p’@(B)) : d can be obtained in M(Po) 

only by an instance of (6) which is the unique ’ rule of PO whose head is unifiable 

with B. Hence there exists an instance (6’) of (6) such that 

(6’) p’(,u(B)) = B(B) +- B(B, ), . . . , B(B,) : d’ 

d=d’+O(c’) (A.14) 

Vi= 1 ,..., r, (O(B;) : d’) E M(Po) (A.15) 

We now will show how to obtain A’ : e’ as an immediate consequence using the rule 

(p) of Pi. Let W be the set of internal variables of B1, . . . , B, : c’; since ,U substitutes 

distinct variables for the variables of W (condition(ii)), pu: W + p( W) is a bijection, 

hence has an inverse CL-’ on p(W). Define the substitution v on the variables of 

A1 ,...,A,:c by 

l for X a variable occurring in p(B) : c, let v(X) = p’(X), 

l for Z a variable occurring in p(W), let v(Z) = 8,~l(Z). 

v is well-defined and is such that 

. v(p(B) : c) = p/p(B) : p’(c) 

l v(Ai : c)=v(p(Bi): c)=(O(Bi): /I,‘(C)), Vi= 1,. . .,Y 

Since the variables of /J(W) do not occur neither in A nor in {A,.+l,. . . ,A, : c} (con- 

dition(ii)), and since p’ and v coincide on the external variables of A and p(B): c, 

o = p’ U v is well defined on all variables of (p) and is such that 

. a(A)=p’(A)=A’ 

l O(Ai)=V(Ai)=Q(Bi), Vi= l,..., r, 

l CT(A~ : C) = p’(Ai : c), Vi = r + 1,. . . , n, 

Moreover, the clause (p’) given below is clearly an instance of (p) 

(P’) A’+o(A,) ,..., o(Ar),o(Ar+l) ,..., o(A,):d’r\a(c) 

and 

0 Vi=r+l ,...,Iz, (o(Ai):d)=(p’(Ai):d)EM(PO) by (A.13) 

0 Vi=1 ,...,r, (o(Ai):d’Aa(c))=(B(Bi):d’Ao(c))C(B(Bi):d’)EM(Po), by (A.15), 

hence also (o(Ai) : d’ A O(C)) E M(Po). 

Since by the equation (A.6), M(Po) =M(S), and since the rule (p) is in fi, the 

instance (p’) enables us to deduce that (A’ : c”) E i$,(M(fi)) =M(fl) =M(Po), with 

c” = (d A d' A (I(C)) where, by (A.14), d = d’, and thus c” = (d A a(c)) and by (A.12), 

e’ = d + p’(c) = v(c) = o(c), hence c” = d = e’. 

This shows that A’ : e’ E M(Po), and concludes the proof of the inductive step (A. 11) 

in this last case. 

’ Ensuring that p’@(B)) is produced as an immediate consequence using the rule (6) is the reason 

why we cannot, in the case of the fold transformation obtain a “local” correctness argument as in Propo- 
sition 4.4 by proving directly Tp,+, T n C U,,, T, Tk, but we have to prove the “global” correctness 

G,+, T n C u,,, TP, T k. 
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The reverse inclusion follows from Lemma A.2 for which we need the following 

definitions: 

Definition A.1. 

Initial degree of an atom: Let A : c be an atome in M(Po), there exists k E N such 

that A : c E T&(0). The initial degree of A : c is d(A : c), defined by 

k 
d(A:c)= 

if A is an old predicate 

k - 1 if A is a new predicate 

Rank consistent derivation (Tamaki and Sato [32]). Let A : c E i$(B). A : c is said 

to have a rank consistent derivation in pl if there exists an instance of a clause p, 

A t A,, . . . ,A, : c of P;., such that 

(1) d(A : c) > SUp,,,,,,,,,(d(Ai : c)), if p is not instance of a clause of P,,,, and 

d(A : c) = supi,,,,,,,,(d(Ai : c)), if p is instance of a clause 6 of Pnew 

(2) the atoms Ai : c , for i = 1,. . . , n have rank consistent derivation in fi. 

Lemma A.2. If M(e) =M(Po) and every atom A : c E M(E) has a rank consistent 

derivation in -P;., then M(E) C M(fi+l) and every atom of M(~+I) has a rank con- 

sistent derivation in Pi+,. 

The proof of Lemma A.2 is an inductive proof based on the well-founded ordering 

defined by: A : c >> B : c if and only if 

_ either d(A : c) > d(B : c) 

- or d(A : c) = d(B : c) and A has a new predicate and 

B has an old predicate. 

Proof of Lemma A.2. We prove by induction the following property: 

A : c E M(e) and A : c can be obtained by a rank consistent derivation in pi, imply 

that A : c E M(Pi+I ) and A : c can be obtained by a rank consistent derivation in Pi+, . 

Remark A.3. Note first that TiO(0) C G:(0) Vj because the unit clauses A t c of PO 

necessarily occur in all PjS. Moreover, A : c E T;“(g) implies that A : c has a rank con- 

sistent derivation in all the PjS. 

Inductive proof. Let A : c E M(e). 

l basis step: d(A : c) = 1 and A is an old predicate. 

Then A : c E TdO(8), is instance of a unit clause of PO, and 9 b c (structure 9 satisfies 

constraint c), and by Remark A.3, A : c is an instance of the same unit clause in Pi 

and Pi+l, and clause gives a rank consistent derivation. 

l ,jirst inductive case: 2 d(A : c) = 1 and A is a new predicate. 

? Note that this case is not strictly needed, but is given to clarify exposition. It is illustrated by 

Example A.4. 
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Then A : c E Too. Moreover, by condition (4) of the Tamaki-Sato folding, there ex- 

ists in P”,, exactly one clause 6 : B t B1, . . . , B, : c’ whose head can be unified with A 

by an m.g.u p, and BI, . . . , B, all are old predicates. Hence there is in PO a derivation 

A+-A 1,. . . ,A, : c which is instance of 6, with A : c E Tji(@), Al : c,. . . ,A, : c E q:(0) 

and of degree 1 because they are old predicates, and (because Ai : c E T&((d) ), there 

are in PO instances of rules 

A, +- c 

which also belong to all PjS (Remark A.3). 

By the induction hypothesis on Pi, A : c is obtained by a rank consistent derivation 

in Pi, hence there is a clause instance (p) A c Al,. . . , A,,, : c in fi wherefrom we can 

derive A : c. If p is not an instance of 6, by condition (3) of the Tamaki-Sato folding, 

(p) is an instance of a clause p which was obtained from 6 by at least one unfolding 

followed by a number of foldings, p is thus a foldable clause, (i.e. p is not in P,,,) 

and thus (rank consistent derivation hypothesis) 1 = d(A : c) > ~up~,i,.,.,~ d(Ai : c) im- 

plies d(Ai : c) = 0 a contradiction. 

.D is thus an instance of 6, the clause of P,,, defining the atome of A : c. Hence 

6 E 4, but because E+i is obtained from i9: by folding and because 6 is not foldable 

(because of condition (3) of folding), 6 E fl+i. 

Because 

(6) B+B1,...,B,:c’ 

with Bi old predicates, and thus 

(p) A+A1,...,A,:c 

with Ai old predicates, we have d(A :c)= 1 = s~p,=,~,~,,d(Ai : C) and thus Ai : c E 

r,(0) C Tp,,, (0). Hence A + AI,. . . , A, : c is also a rank consistent derivation of A : c 

in Pi+,. 

general inductive case: Assume that A : c E M(e)), and has a rank consistent deriva- 

tion in Pi. Let pAcAl ,..., Ar,Ar+l ,..., A,, : c be the last instance of clause used in 

this rank consistent derivation. 

A. If p is an instance of a clause which is also in fl+l. 

Al. If p is not instance of a clause of P,,, then 

(p) A+A1,...,A,:c 

with d(A : c) > ~up~=i,,.,,~ d(Ai : c) thus A : c > Ai : c and by the induction hypothesis, 

the Ai : c have rank consistent derivations in fi+l, adding the last step 

(p) A+A*,...,A,:c 

yields a rank consistent derivation of A : c in P;+i. 
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A2. if p is instance of a clause 6 of P,,,, then: 

(6) B+B,,...,B/,:c’ 

(PI A+A1,...,A,:c 

with d(A : c) = sup,,,,_,.,, d(Ai : c), but because all the Ais are old predicates and A 

is a new predicate (since 6 E Pnew), we have A : c > Ai : c and we conclude as in 

the previous case. 

l B. if p = f3(pr ) is precisely instance of the clause (pt ) being folded to go from Pi 

to fl+,: 

(Pl> A’tA; ,..., A;,A;+ ,,..., A:,:ckP, 

(6) B +B1,...,Br:c” E Pn.2, 

(P’) A’+B’,A;+ ,,..., A;:d EP,+I 

with dAp(c”)%c’ and B/+-A’,,..., A: : e such that e + I instance of 6, &A’) 

= A, B(Af) = Ai, and c + B(c’) (p instance of PI), then necessarily p, which is in- 

stance of a foldable clause in Pi, is not instance of a clause of P,,, (by condition 3 of 

the Tamaki-Sato folding). By the induction hypothesis d(A : c) > ~up~,,,...,~ d(A; :c) 

and all the A; : c have rank consistent derivations in Pi and thus in Pi+1 because of the 

induction hypothesis. Because 6 is a clause in PneW, d(B’ : c) = ~up~,t,.,.,~ d(Ai : c) and 

thus also d(B(B’) : c) = sup,,,,,,,,, d(B(A:) : c) = ~up~_,,,,.,~ d(Ai : c) <d(A : c). Because 

M(E) =M(Po), (B’ : d) E M(e) and thus by the induction hypothesis, B’ : d has a 

rank consistent derivation in Pj+,, (B(B’) : c) also has a rank consistent derivation in 

%I. 
Let clause B(p’) with constraint c be given by 

U(A’) + HB’), &A;+, ), . . , &A;) : c 

or also 

A + tl(B’), A,.+,, . . . , A,, : c 

Putting together rank consistent derivations of (B(B’) : c), and (A,+1 : c), . . . , (A,, : c) 

in Pi+, , we obtain a rank consistent derivation of A : c in Pi+1 : it suffices to verify 

that d(A)> suPi:r+t,...,n (d(B(B’) : c), d(Ai : c)) which follows from the above. q 

Example A.4. This example illustrates the inductive case with d(A : c) = 1 and A has 

a new predicate, in the proof of Lemma A.2. 

i 

(6) PW + 4m 

PO = (PI) 4(S(W)+q(U 

(P2) 4(Q) + 
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unfolding (6) by (pi) and (~2) we obtain PI 

Pl = 

(61) p(u)+- 

(62) p(f(W)+dW 

(PI) 4(f(X)) +- 4W) 

(P2) 4(a) + 

and folding (62) by (6) we have P2 

(4) p(a)- 

p2= 

1 

(4) P(f(X))cP(JU 

(Pl) dfW)+dW 

(P2) q(a)+ 

for p(a) E PI, p(u) E Ti and p a new predicate, its initial degree is 1. Hence it is 

logical consequence of an instance of a clause of PO whose body is a unit clause of 

PO: here it is instance of (6), i.e. p(a) +-q(u), whose body q(u) is indeed a unit clause 

(clause (~2)) of PO. 
By condition 3 of folding, the unfolding corresponding to this unit clause must 

yield a unit clause for p(u) in PI, and this unit clause for p(u) must also exist 

in P2. Cl 

Proof of Lemma 4.9 (Correctness of reversible folding). Recall that 

(P) AeAl,...,A4’A4+1,...,A~+r,Aq+r+l,...,An:C 

(6) BcB~,...,B,:c’ 

(z) AcAl,...,Aq,CL(B),A4+‘+I,...,A,:c 

and P’=(P - {p}) U {z}. W e will show that P can be retrieved from P’ by unfold- 

ing and substitution; the correctness of folding will follow from the correctness of 

unfolding and substitution. 

Let us try to unfold (2) at the atom p(B) in P’. Indeed, since (6) is the only 

clause in P whose head is unifiable with p(B) and since the heads of the clauses in 

P’ are the same as the heads of the clauses in P, (6) is also the only clause in P’ 
whose head is unifiable with p(B), and (r) can only be unfolded by (6). Assuming 

B = B(X, ,...,X,), 6 defined by O(Xi)=p(Xi) for i= 1 , . . . , n is clearly a most general 

unifier of B and p(B). Because of the condition 2 of folding, (p substitutes distinct 

variables for the internal variables of (6) and these variables do not occur in (z)), 0 

can be extended to all the variables of (z) U (6) by letting 

O(Y) = 
p(y), if y is an internal variable of (6); 

Y, if y is a variable of (r). 
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Hence, unfolding (r) at p(B): c with most general unifier H results in (p’) 

(P’) &A+-A ,,..., A,,B I,..., &,A4+‘.+ ,,..., A,:(cAc’)) 

(P’) ~+~I,...J,,Z@I) ,..., .4&),Ay+r+l ,..., A,:(cAZ4c’)) 

(P’) A~AI,...,A~,A~+I,...,A~+~,A~+~+~,...,A~:(CAC~(C’)) 

because by the condition I of the folding rule (see implication (17)) c + ,u(c’), (p’) 

can be replaced by 

(P”) AtA1,...,Aq,Aq+l,...,Aq+r,Aq+r+l,...,An:c 

it is now immediate by the substitution rule that (p”) can be replaced by (p) 

(cf. Section 3.10.1). 0 

Proof of Proposition 4.11 (Correcrness of substitution). Let P, (p) and (p’) be such 

that 

(P) A + A ,,..., Ak ,..., A, :c 

P IF [A, A...AAk:cHB, A...AB,:e] 
(A.16) 

(P’) A + B,, . . . . Bm,Ak+l ,..., A,l:e 

and let P’ = (P - {p}) U {p’}. P ’ is equivalent to P, i.e. M(P) = M(P’). 

Let I,, = T;(0) and v(0) = I,‘: we prove by induction on n that Z, = Zi for all n. 

The base case is clear. Let us check the inductive step: assume Z, = 1; and let 

&A’ : c’) E F(Z,) = Z,+t; 
_ if fl(A’ : c’) is obtained by applying a rule in P ~ {p}, the inductive step is clear; 
_ if &A’ : c’) is obtained by applying the rule (p), then, for i = 1,. . . , k, &A, : c’) E Z,I 

and c’ + c; hence (P,Z,) F &Al A.. A Ak : c’) and also (P,Z,) b H(A1 A.. . A Ak : c); 

by (A.16), (cf. Definition 2.16) (P,Zn) F B(B1 A . . . A B, : e), hence for i = 1,. . . ,m, 

d(Bj : e) E I,,; by the induction hypothesis Z,, = I,!,, and because c’ + c G+ e, for i = 

l,...,m B(Bi:c’)EZi, hence B(A’:c’)ET~~(Z~)=Z~+,. 0 

Proof of Proposition 4.12 (Correctness of thinning). Let (p) 

(P) A+A ,,..., A;_,,Ai,Aj+ ,,..., A,:c 

and 

(71) B+A’,,...,A(_, :c’ 

be such that there exists a substitution 0 verifying: 

forj=l,...,i- 1, A, = &A;.), A, = Q(B), and c + Q(c’) 

Let 

(p’) AtAl ,..., Ai_l,Ai+l,..., A, :c 

and P’ = (P - {p}) U {p’}. Recall that Z,, = T,“(o) and ZL = q(8) are increasing se- 

quences of downwards-closed interpretations. 
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(1) M(P) C M(P’), because (p’) subsumes (p), i.e. whenever (p) applies, (p’) also 

applies and gives the same consequences. 

(2) In order to prove that M(P’) CM(P), we show that, for all m E N, T:(0) C 

lJnEN T(0). 
By induction on m: for m = 0, the result is true. 

Assume the inclusion holds for n: then Z”” = T(0) &Z, = Tp”(0) for some n; let us 

prove that G+‘(0) C_ unE~T;(0). Let A’ : e be in T+‘(0): 
(i) if A’ : e is obtained by applying a rule of P’ - {p’}, then A’ : e E Tp(Zn); 

(ii) if A’ : e is obtained by applying the rule (p’), then there exists a substitution 

8’ such that A’ : e = 8’(A) : e, with e + O’(c), B’(Ai ) : e, . . . , O/(&t ) : e, B’(Ai+t ) : e, . . . , 

O’(A,):eEZ,, hence @(A):eETp’(Z,); since AitAl,...,Ai_l :c is an instance 8 of 

(n), there exists an instance 0” = 8’ o 8 of (x) such that e + O’(c) + O’(O(c’)) and 

/3”(B) : e = #(Ai) : e E Tp(Z,). Hence, @(A, ) : e, . . . , B’(Ai_1) : e, B’(Ai+l ) : e, . . . , #(A,) : 

e E Z, and fY(Ai) : e E Tp(Z’,), and @(A) : e E Tp(Z’, U Tp(Zn)) C Z,,+2. 0 

Proof of Proposition 4.13 (Correctness of fattening). Let 

(p) AtA,,...,Ai,Ai+l,...,A,:C 

and 

(n) B+Bi,...,Bi:e 

be in P, and 8 be a substitution such that: C t Al,. . . ,Ai : c is an instance of (rr), with 

8(B) = C and moreover c + e(e). Let (p’): 

(p’) A+-A ,,..., A,,C:c 

and P’ = (P - {p)) U (p’}. Apply now the thinning transformation to P’ and (p’); 

(p’) contains in its body an instance C + Ai,. . . , Ai : c of (n), the applicability condi- 

tions for the thinning transformation are satisfied, and applying this transformation we 

obtain P” =(P’ - {p’}) U {p”}. M oreover, it is immediate to check that (p”)=(p), 

hence P” = P and M(P) =M(P”) =M(P’) by Proposition 4.12, and P’ is equivalent 

to P. 0 

Proof of Proposition 4.14 (Correctness of pruning). Let (p) A +-AI,. . . , A’, : c and 

(x) B+B,,..., B, : e with m <n and such that there exists a substitution 8 verify- 

ing: 

A = d(B), 

Aice( for i=l,..., m, 

c + e(e). 

Let P’ = P - {p}, then GJ T o = Tp/ T w. 

(1) Clearly, Tp’ r o C_ G T o since the set of clauses of P’ is contained in P. 

(2) 5 t w & Tp’ T o. By induction on n we check that Tpn(0) & v(0) for all n E N. 
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It is clear for n = 0. Assume it holds for n, i.e. Z, = T,“(8) C v(0) =Z,‘, and let 

A’ : c’ E r,“+‘(0): we check that A’ : c’ E T;+‘(0). 

(a) If A’ : c’ is obtained by instantiating a clause in P - {p}, then A’ : c’ E Tp,(&) C: 

G’(C). 
(b) If A’ : c’ is obtained by an instance 0’ of (p), then 30’(Ai : c), . . . , @(A, : c) E Z, 

such that e’(A : c) = A’ : c’ E Tp(Z,). Hence e’(Aj : c) E Z,, g IA, for j = 1,. . . , 

m,..., n. There exists a substitution 8 such that 

A = e(B), 

Ai = 0(Bi), for i= l,..., WZ, 

c 3 O(e). 

Hence 0’(0(Bj) : 0(e)) E IL, for j = 1,. . . , m. By clause (rr) we obtain 

O’(B(B) : O(e)) E TP(ZL) 

all interpretations being downwards closed and since c =F 0(e), we have @(A : c) E 

Tp’(z;). 0 

Proof of Proposition 4.18. Recall that 

(p) A+-A,,...,A,:c 

(p’) A+AI,...,A,:c’ 

with C’JXC and c’=q. Let P’=(P-{p})U{p’}. A ssume that the local intermediate 

variables have been renamed so that the local variables occurring in c’ are pairwise 

distinct. 

(i) M,(P) C M,,,(P’) can be proved as in Proposition 3.17 by noting that c’ = clX 

implies that c + c’, hence (p) is an instance of (p’). 

(ii) Let us check conversely that M,(P’) CM,(P). 

Let I ,,,k = i’$iJ@) and I,& = T,k,,W(Q)). By induction on k we prove that IL,k Clw,k, 

VkE N. 

This is clear for k = 0; assume it holds for k and check that Zh,k+l &l+,,,k+i. Let 

A’ : d’ E 1; k+, then 

1. If A’ : d” is obtained by a clause of P’ - {p’}, then A’ : d’ E &+I. 

2. If A’ : d’ is obtained by an instance of clause (p’) then there exists an instance B’(p’) 

of (p’) such that @(A : c’) = A’ : d’ E I,‘,,k+l and d’ +X lY(c’) is solvable; since vari- 

ables from X occur in neither d’ nor e’(c’), d’ =+,y @‘(c’) implies that also d’ + e’(c’) 

and both d’ and V(c’) are solvable; whence e’(Aj) : @(c’) E Ik,k. By the induction 

hypothesis, we deduce that fl’(Aj): e’(c’) ~l,+,k. Since c’ JX c, 8’(c’) solvable im- 

plies that Q(c) solvable for some B such that BIX = B’. 
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Since the local variables occurring in c are pairwise distinct, p can be well-defined 

by 

i 

B’(y) = O(y) if y E X is a global variable 
P(Y) = 

O(Y) if y is a variable local to constraint c 

and p is such that forj=l,...,n, p(Aj)=B’(Aj)=B(Aj), &4)=8’(A)=A’, and 

p(c) = 6(c) with p(c) solvable; thus (p(Aj) : /L(C)) = (e'(Aj) : f?(c)) E I,,,&. 

We can thus apply rule (p) and ,u(A : c) =A’ : p(c) l Z,,k+l. From d’+ @‘(cl), 

c’ JX c and the construction of ,U and 0 we deduce that d’ JX p(c) = O(c), hence 

A’:~‘E&+~. 0 
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